GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

ARC DREAM PUBLISHING

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 256	������������������������������������$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

23RD CENTURY GAMES
BATTLELORDS: CHARLIE FOXTROT

AMINGO GAMES

Eight scenarios for the award-winning
Delta Green roleplaying game lock
bystanders and Agents alike in unlit rooms
with the cosmic terrors of the unnatural.
Unwanted survivals rise from death
or slumber into the nightmarish life of
humanity. An index helps Handlers build
broader connections between horrors
in their campaigns. Delta Green: Black
Sites is full-color hardback, 208 pages
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
APU 8140...................................$44.99

DELTA GREEN RPG:
STATIC PROTOCOL

Have you seen the yellow sign? The King in
Yellow: A simple play twists thoughts and
perceptions, twists reality itself. Its beautiful,
poisonous words awaken realizations that
make the audience long for the peace of
ignorance. It first touched the stage in the
dying light of the 19th century and has
arisen again and again to bring to human
souls the bitter satisfaction of despair.
Static Protocol is a full-color sourcebook
for Delta Green, the role-playing game
of Lovecraftian horror and conspiracy.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
APU 8146...................................$19.99

DELTA GREEN RPG:
IMPOSSIBLE LANDSCAPES

A horror freed from an antique book reverberates
through reality, shaking things, reordering them and
making them run like wax. Doors open to endless
Victorian hallways where threats stalk the shadows on
clockwork limbs, cold metal seeking the warmth of blood
and bone. But don’t despair. There is hope. A King
waits for us. Impossible Landscapes is the first full-length
campaign for Delta Green: The Role-Playing Game. Four
operations sprawl across decades and the immeasurable
stretches of nightmare. Harrowing investigations and the
bitterest truths test the mettle of the most accomplished
Agents. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
APU 8145.................................................... $64.99

ANGRY HAMSTER
PUBLISHING

BANDAI CO.

DRAGON BALL SUPER

A WANDERER’S GUIDE
TO LIMBOS AND MIRAGES

A Wanderer’s Guide to Limbos and
Mirages is a game supplement for Afterlife:
Wandering Souls. Within this guide youll
discover even more weird worlds and
unlock strange powers for your Wanderer.
Delve into what motivates a person to
lose all hope and become a member of
the Unrequited. Explore the traditions
of Tenebris inhabitants and learn what
morality means to those living in life after
death. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AHP 3004...................................$25.00

NOT ACTUAL ART

You’re about to embark on an adventure
to three exotic ecosystems, each teeming
with legendary monsters. Manage your
dice rolls carefully; they’ll help you capture
the most ferocious creatures, many of
whose powers you can harness to ensnare
additional beasts. You can also purchase
(or steal!) cages that allow you to keep
your catch secret from the other players.
But the key to success is using the dice to
build up your base camp in this standalone game set in the world of Carnival
of Monsters.
AMI 21755.................................$19.99

NOT ACTUAL ART

MONSTER EXPEDITION

PREMIUM PACK SET 5
DISPLAY (8)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2573043.................... $127.68

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

The first supplement to the newest edition of
Battlelords of the 23rd Century, Charlie Foxtrot,
includes five one-shot, scenarios complete with
pre-generated characters. The scenarios range
from corporate espionage, to military actions
against the Arachnids, to mercenary work, to
run-ins with the Atlanteans, and all the way up to
flat out piracy. In between several of the scenarios
are short fiction pieces that help set the tone, as
well as giving readers some deeper insights into
the Battlelords universe. The scenarios in Charlie
Foxtrot can be tailored for any science-fiction
roleplaying game. Embrace your inner miscreant
and relish in your Charlie Foxtrots, but always
remember Incoming fire has the right-of-way.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
23C 01002...........................................$40.00

DELTA GREEN RPG: BLACK SITES

GAMES

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #256

STARTER DECK 15
DISPLAY (6)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2572969...................... $71.94
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CALLIOPE GAMES

NOT ACTUAL ART

GAMES

ALLEGORY

STARTER DECK 16 DISPLAY (6)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2573040...................... $71.94

UNISON WARRIORS SET 5 CROSS SPIRITS
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

An allegory tells a captivating story
while hiding a deeper, meaningful moral
underneath. In the game of Allegory, you’ll
compete with others as renowned authors,
each scribing a trilogy of Tales: Nature,
Energy, and Spirit. Master the use of Lore
to incorporate powerful Themes into your
Tales. At the end, you will be rewarded for
weaving a hidden Moral throughout all of
your Tales, but only the most concise Tale
shall become a literary classic for the ages!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
CLP 143................................................. PI

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2573041...................... $95.76

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

BEADLE AND GRIMM’S

ENCHANTED PLUMES
PATHFINDER RPG: COMPLETE CHRONICLES

Combination rulebook and journal for character classES in the Pathfinder game system.
Full-size hardcover in PU leather. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
CLERIC BGR B&GP01	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $40.00
DRUID BGR B&GP02	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $40.00
FIGHTER BGR B&GP03	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $40.00
ROGUE BGR B&GP04	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $40.00
WIZARD BGR B&GP05	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $40.00

BELLWETHER GAMES
LIONS OF LYDIA

The ancient world is changing. The kingdom of Lydia has
minted the worlds first gold coin. Bartering and trading
will soon be supplanted by coins as the dominant medium
of exchange throughout civilization. Lions of Lydia is
a bag-management and engine-building game about
the dawn of currency. As an influential leader, you send
merchants out to barter for resources and increase your
landholdings. When the nobles arrive, they bring their
Lydian Lion coins into playwhich have unparalleled buying
power. To achieve victory, you must manage the merchants
in your bag and complement their abilities with the cards
in your tableau. Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
BWR 0911.....................................................$39.99

BLACK ARMADA
LAST FLEET

The last of humanity are fleeing across space, pursued
by the Corax, an implacable alien intelligence that
destroyed their civilization. They’re outnumbered
and outgunned. Supplies are running low. Corax
doppelgangers undermine the fleet from within. The
actions of a brave few souls are all that stands between
humanity and extinction. Last Fleet is a tabletop
roleplaying game where you play courageous pilots,
officers, engineers, politicians and journalists struggling
to hold the human race and themselves together
APR under unbelievable pressure. The game focuses on
2021
action, intrigue and drama in this high-stakes situation.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
2
REGULAR EDITION BAR LF001.........................$35.00
DELUXE BAR LF001D.......................................$50.00

MASS TRANSIT

In Enchanted Plumes, players strive
to complete magical Peacocks by
assembling plumes in sparkling rows
from top to bottom, using multiple colors
of Feather cards while matching cards
of the same color from row to row. The
player with the most valuable plumes
wins the game and is bestowed with the
luck of the Peacock! Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
CLP 142.............................................. PI

Its quittin’ time in the Big City, and rush
hour is about to begin! Its up to you and
your team of urban planners to get all these
Commuters home to their families. You will
need to skillfully work together to construct
transit routes out to the Suburbs, but City
Hall bureaucracy limits how much you can
help each other! If you can manage the red
tape, and your team works like a well-oiled
machine in getting everyone home, you will
ALL succeed at Mass Transit! Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
CLP 141.............................................. PI

CAPSTONE GAMES

COFFEE TRADERS

1970. It is the dawn of
a new era - the future of
coffee farming is bright!
Empowered with new
Fair Trade standards,
small-scale
coffee
farmers from regions
around
the
world
have access to new
markets. Work with your
competitors to develop
the regions you see fit
for the best coffee beans
while keeping a watchful eye on the market. Construct buildings to help
your Fair Trade coffee plantations thrive while enhancing your network
for trading coffee. Will your plantations fall to ruin or will you rise to the
top and become the world’s greatest Coffee Trader? Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
CSG CTD101	������������������������������������������������������������������������� $119.95

In Australia, new Long Distance hexes
are available to connect far away
cities which provide massive bonuses.
The rugged terrain reduces your build
capacity even further! In Canada, multiple
clusters of cities await your connections.
Toronto provides a bonus for all railroad
companies connecting there. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
CSG IR203..................................$19.95

In Iberian Gauge, you will invest in
railroad companies during Stock Rounds.
In the Operating Rounds, each share of
stock allows the shareholder to build track
for that company, in the order those shares
were purchased. But building in such
hostile terrain is expensive! Leasing track
from other companies reduces cost and
keeps your railroads expanding. Failure to
expand will sink your stock values, leading
to ruin! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
CSG IR301..................................$39.95

GAMES

IRON RAIL: 3 - IBERIAN GAUGE

IRON RAIL: 2 - RIDE THE
RAILS - AUSTRALIA &
CANADA MAP EXPANSION

JUICY FRUITS

RORSCHACH

This game, named after the Swiss psychiatrist
Herman Rorschach, uses some of his famous
inkblot images (and many new ones) to put 2
teams to the test. The teams earn points by correctly
guessing how their members paired randomly
selected words with these inkblot images. Reading
the other players and learning their associations
is the key to success, but the real fascination lies
in seeing how differently these images can be
perceived, and in discussing and explaining
the pairings afterwards. A player secretly pairs
three words with 3 inkblot images. That players
teammates choose one of the images and guess
the words. Before the word is revealed, the other
team gets a shot at guessing and stealing points.
CSG ROR101....................................$29.95

CEPHALOFAIR GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Each of you has a small island paradise,
where you make a living growing delicious
fruit. Your goal is to gain the most points
by fulfilling ships orders and by adding
businesses to your island. Clever planning
is essential, as fulfilling orders frees
valuable space, but you dont want to let
your opponents get the pick of the business
either! With each play, Juicy Fruits poses
new exciting puzzles of how to move your
tokens most efficiently and how to balance
clearing your island, claiming businesses,
and finding the right time to thwart your
opponents plans.
CSG JF101.....................................$39.95

GLOOMHAVEN: JAWS
OF THE LION REMOVABLE
STICKER SET & MAP

Reset, replay, or resell your copy of Gloomhaven:
Jaws of the Lion with this set of high quality
removable vinyl stickers and city map board
from Cephalofair. Featuring non-transferring
adhesive, these stickers can be removed without
damaging or tearing components. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
CPH 0502.............................................. $8.50

APR
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GLOOMHAVEN:
THE BLACK BARROW
PUZZLE (1000 PIECE)

Your job was easy: infiltrate the
Black Barrow hideout and recover
Jeksarah’s stolen scrolls. Little did
you know that crypts overflowing
with bandits and living corpses were
the least of the dangers that awaited
you on your adventure through
Gloomhaven. Scheduled to ship in
May 2021.
CPH 0701............................ $19.99

NOMADS CASSANDRA
KUSANAGI (SPITFIRE)

PANOCEANIA BOOSTER
PACK BETA

O12 NYOKA ASSAULT TROOPS

YU JING BOOSTER PACK BETA

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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CVB 281508-0865......................$15.49
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CVB 281219-0867......................$40.99

CHAOSIUM

CALL OF CTHULHU:
HORROR ON THE
ORIENT EXPRESS

Back by popular demand in a new format!
Horror on the Orient Express contains a
massive and legendary campaign, of
up to nineteen adventures and more
than 700 pages, for Call of Cthulhu 7th
Edition. Beginning in 1920’s London, the
investigators journey to Paris and thence
to the ancient city of Constantinople. With
luck, they also return home. Two-Volume
Hardcover book set includes the complete
campaign & player handouts. 24 x 18
inch full color Poster Map. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
CHA 23130-SET........................ $89.99

CVB 282011-0868......................$47.99

CVB 281319-0866......................$45.49

CROWD GAMES
WINTER QUEEN: MINI EXPANSIONS

RUNEQUEST RPG:
THE RED BOOK OF MAGIC

Dive into the ultimate guide to magic for
RuneQuest! Penned by Zzabur, the Sorcerer
Supreme himself, The Red Book of Magic is
the indispensible source for expanded Rune
& Spirit magic. It’s an essential expansion to
the RuneQuest experience for players and
Gamemasters alike. Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
CHA 4034-H..................................... $34.99

Gratitudes: The residents of the realm are ever
grateful to the wizards and their efforts to protect the
land from misfortune. Now every crystal you place
in the Queendom grants you new possibilities! Royal
Jewelry: After casting spells, only colorful fragments
remain from the enchanted crystals. However, they
still carry a drop of magical essence that can be used
to turn jewels from the Royal Treasury into powerful
artifacts! Great Wizard: Royal wizards don’t just
compete against each other. Sometimes they are sent
on personal errands for the Winter Queen such as
laying out special patterns of magical ice crystals.
You will need to work hard to impress your Queen!
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
CGA 05002..............................................$15.00

CUBICLE 7
CORVUS BELLI

INFINITY

KALDSTROM SCENERY
EXPANSION PACK

CVB 285069...............................$35.99

NA2 MONSTRUCKERS
(BOARDING SHOTGUN)

CVB 280752-0869......................$15.99

WARHAMMER AGE OF
SIGMAR - SOULBOUND RPG:
CHAMPIONS OF ORDER

Champions of Order gives players a wealth
of new options for creating characters for
Warhammer Age of Sigmar - Soulbound and
features new Archetypes, new Talents, and
devastating new spells. It’s packed with content
and options to expand on your Soulbound
game. The book includes an expanded look at
the Soulbound and their history, details on the
mysterious Binding ritual that links the heroes’
souls together, and tables filled with sample Short
and Long-term Goals for your hero. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
CB7 2518...........................................$39.99

WARHAMMER 40K WRATH &
GLORY RPG: FORSAKEN SYSTEM
PLAYER’S GUIDE

DEVIR AMERICAS
POLIS

DRACO IDEAS
SCOPE: STALINGRAD

SCOPE, set in the Battle of Stalingrad,
where players take on the role of sniper
on both sides. The objective of the
game is to eliminate the enemy snipers
or enemy troops for a total value of
points depending on the scenario being
played.A fast and immersive game of
5-15 minutes per match, with various
levels of difficulty and rules that are
explained in two minutes on the clock.
When you try it, you wont be able to stop
playing it.SCOPE is a game of strategy,
cunning, and bluffing that will make you
feel like a real sniper, searching and selecting your targets well, then shooting and changing
position so as not to be discovered and eliminated. And free card sleeves! Scheduled to ship
in March 2021.
DOI SCOPE	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

EVERYTHING EPIC GAMES
THE LIBRARIANS ADVENTURE
CARD GAME

The Librarians: Adventure Card Game
is an all new Licensed Card and Board
Game based on the hit TV Series - ‘The
Librarians’. This game offers an immersive
co-op/solo experience for 1-4 players.
Illustrated using tons of High Quality Stills
from 4 Seasons of the TV show and the
films, with clean icons and an intuitive
layout, it will take you on a fantastic
journey set in the action adventure family
friendly universe of The Librarians!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
EEG LIBCORE01..........................$64.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

5th Century BC: When Athens and the
Delian League clashed with Sparta and the
Peloponnesian League. In this civilizationshattering conflict, military prowess was only as
important as managing a strong alliance and
feeding the population... all while keeping the
cultural and political engines running! In this
game, you control the gate of either Athens or
Sparta, expanding the power of your League,
attracting other Poleis to your side (either by
diplomacy or force) and keeping an eye on trade
and cultural progress as you seek to gain any
advantage in this unique battle for hegemony!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DVR DEVPOLIS......................................$69.99

GAMES

Cut off from the might of the Imperium by the Great
Rift, and beset on all sides by the daemonic forces
that emerge from the tear in reality, the Gilead
System stands as a bastion of faith in the Emperor.
Unable to call for reinforcements or escape the
System, the citizens of these planets fight to preserve
the Imperial Creed as they battle back the vile xenos,
corrupted renegades, and foul daemons that assail
them. But even as the Imperium’s diverse factions
unite in this time of desperation, the rifts between
them grow. With the Emperor’s watchful gaze
obscured by the Great Rift, powerful opportunists
pursue their own goals, and reignite old rivalries.
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
CB7 2602	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99
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GALAKTA

SULACO SURVIVORS

GF9 ALIENS06............................$15.00

HERO PACK ORPHAN

GAMES

FFP 07H03..................................$21.95

THE LIBRARIANS ADVENTURE
CARD GAME: QUEST
FOR THE SPEAR

GOOD GAMES
PUBLISHING

FORMAL FERRET
GAMES

The Librarians: Quest for the Spear Expansion 1 includes: The Flynn Carsen
and Nicole Noone player decks as well
as an all new fully replayable Adventure
Mission to embark on! Scheduled to ship
in January 2021.
EEG LIBEXP01..............................$39.99

LAND VS SEA
WASTE KNIGHTS:
SECOND EDITION

Waste Knights: Second Edition is set
in dystopian Australia destroyed by
experiments of a powerful corporation.
Each player becomes a rugged hero
traveling through the wasteland, facing
unnatural weather and enemies forged
in long-forgotten laboratories as well as
experiencing adventures full of dramatic
choices. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
AGS EN_WK2.............................$85.00

FIAT LUCRA

Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
GOP 014....................................$24.99

GLOBAL GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GALE FORCE NINE
THE RIVAL NETWORKS

ANNAPURNA

Annapurna is a tactical game utilizing
chance, memory, and a modular board
to create a fun game about climbing the
world’s most dangerous mountain. It can
be played either Cooperatively (great
for learning and younger players) or
Competitively (for those who are into ‘take
that’ mechanics). It has a high replayability
and becomes richer as players learn to
take full advantage of all their options.
Each expedition involves multiple climbs
to the summit, and the goal of maintaining
balance, rather than race to the top, allows
players to make a comeback even if they
are in last place. Annapurna is family
friendly, as competitive as you want it to be,
and a perfect addition to any game night.
FIL UA001...................................$25.00

The Rival Networks is a standalone twoplayer version of The Networks. Much
of the original’s gameplay is preserved,
but streamlined so that it plays in 30-45
minutes. You and your opponent each
have a display of 3 Timeslots, and at the
start of the game, they show your starting
3 (terrible) Shows. There is also a Goal
Card showing for the current Season, with
3 Goals available to hit (like winning a
particular Timeslot, or having more Stars
on your Shows than your opponent). On
your turn, you will pick one new Show from
a display of 3, and use it to replace one of
your existing Shows, which moves to your
Reruns. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
FRM NETW08.............................$30.00

ALIENS

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

BIG EYES, SMALL MOUTH RPG
4TH EDITION: ADVENTURES

ALIEN QUEEN

GF9 ALIENS08...................... $15.00

Welcome to Carousel Obscura – the first
story module in the BESM Adventures
line. When the characters are summoned
across dimensions from their homeworld
of Molybdos to the strange fantasy
world, Magenta, they gain wondrous
supernatural abilities. Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
GGD JPG811..............................$14.95

FREE LEAGUE
PUBLISHING

FLYING FROG
PRODUCTIONS

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE

ALIEN WARRIORS

GF9 ALIENS07...................... $25.00

NARUTO NINJA ARENA

Naruto : Ninja Arena is the first game
using the Roll & Clash system. During the
game, you throw your dice as quickly as
you can and use the results to activate
Techniques without stopping the game.
Everyone plays at the same time in a
frantic battle to be the last Ninja Standing!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
GGD JPG502..............................$39.95

SYMBAROUM RPG: STARTER SET

HERO PACK FRONTIER DOC

FFP 07H08..................................$21.95
APR
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Enter the wondrous world of Symbaroum!
This boxed starter set for the Symbaroum
roleplaying game is designed to let you
and your friends experience treasure
hunts and expeditions in the dark and
mysterious forest of Davokar, featuring
two ready-made adventure sites for you to
explore and guidelines for creating your
own treasure hunt adventures. Scheduled
to ship in April 2021.
FLF SYM017................................$39.99

HEROES OF HADLEY’S HOPE

GF9 ALIENS05...................... $25.00

GOODMAN GAMES

A complete set of 14 dice for DCC RPG and they glow in the dark! These light green
dice glow with a bright green light in the
dark! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
GMG 6063.................................$34.99

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS
RPG: DEMON SKULL RE-ISSUE
KICKSTARTER EDITION

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
LAWFUL WIZARD GLOW DICE

A complete set of 14 dice for DCC RPG
- and they glow in the dark! These rose
quartz dice glow with a pink light in the
dark! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
GMG 6064.................................$34.99

ORIGINAL ADVENTURES
REINCARNATED: #6 - THE
TEMPLE OF ELEMENTAL EVIL

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
NEUTRAL WIZARD GLOW DICE

A complete set of 14 dice for DCC
RPG - and they glow in the dark! These
translucent blue dice glow with a pale,
undead blue light in the dark! Scheduled
to ship in April 2021.
GMG 6062.................................$34.99

Two hardbacks inside a custom
slipcase! The Village of Hommlet, a
quaint village that once nearly fell prey
to a great, neighboring evil some years
ago, thrives again. The nearby Temple
of Elemental Evil, a grand edifice of
wickedness, was defeated after a great
battle and thrown into ruin forever... or
was it? Bandits have started to ride
the roads again, and there are other
ominous signs afoot. Scheduled to ship
in May 2021.
GMG 50006......................... $99.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Glory & Gold Won by Sorcery & Sword.
You’re no hero. You’re an adventurer: a
reaver, a cutpurse, a heathen-slayer, a
tight-lipped warlock guarding long-dead
secrets. You seek gold and glory, winning
it with sword and spell, caked in the
blood and filth of the weak, the dark, the
demons, and the vanquished. There are
treasures to be won deep underneath, and
you shall have them. Return to the glory
days of fantasy with the Dungeon Crawl
Classics Role-Playing Game. Adventure
as 1974 intended you to, with modern
rules grounded in the origins of sword &
sorcery. Fast play, cryptic secrets, and a
mysterious past await you: turn the page.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
GMG 5070H-KS..........................$69.99

GAMES

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
CHAOTIC WIZARD GLOW DICE
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GRAIL GAMES

JACK DIRE STUDIOS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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WHALE RIDERS
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You are a Whale Rider. For generations
your people have known and lived with the
ice whales and together, have bought and
traded at the busy ports along the fabled Ice
Coast. You are honoured to be the latest in
your family to sail with the whales. But the
ice is thickening and the glaciers are moving.
A deep winter is coming - the fiercest for
centuries. You decide to ride your mount
one final time before the snows come, to
buy and sell as much as you can and maybe
even collect some precious pearls along the
way. Whale Riders is a new design with a
classic feel from famed game designer Reiner
Knizia. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
GRL 3123	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $30.00

GATEFALL: CHAPTER ONE FANTASY VS POST-APOCALYPTIC

Gatefall: Chapter One - Fantasy vs PostApocalyptic is a strategic miniatures game
of tactics, deck building, and resource
management. In the game, a rift has opened
between worlds, causing a war between very
different kinds of characters. The base game
mode is designed for two players to fight
head-to-head. Arena mode lets 2-8 players
fight one another in a battle royale setting.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
JDS GFC001	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.00

KENZER & COMPANY

IELLO

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE: BUNDLE OF TROUBLE

LITTLE FACTORY

Produce or trade resources to acquire
more valuable ones! Erect buildings that
make it easier for you to get new resources
and victory points. Buy, produce, trade,
resell and build all that in a deck of cards!
Little Factory is an easy-to-learn resource
management game, that is nonetheless
strategical and has an excellent depth of
play. Taking place in the universe of Little
Town, in the same ultra-compact format,
brought to us by the authors of Little Town!
IEL 51834....................................$19.99

STICKY CTHULHU

Cthulhu has been awakened, and now,
its time to eat! The Ancient One spreads
his tentacles and devours anything he can
grab! Sticky Cthulhu takes the fun of Sticky
Chameleon in a version more insane than
ever! Roll the dice, catch (and eat) the
Cultists, and make your opponents go
crazy! Electrifying, delirious, slimy: Sticky
Cthulhu is insanely hilarious!
IEL 51816....................................$19.99

This new perfect bound trade paperback contains four full issues worth of classic strips from
Knights of the Dinner Table #219 to #222! Whether these are new to you or you simply
prefer to follow the series in a distilled book format, its always a great time to pick up
these hysterically funny strips, so don’t miss out on this incredible addition to any gamer’s
bookshelf! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
VOLUME 61 KEN 761	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $14.99
VOLUME 62 KEN 762	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $14.99

KOBOLD PRESS
DEEP MAGIC (POCKET EDITION) (5E)

This tome collects, updates, tweaks, and
expands every awesome spell, cantrip, and
glamour derived from years of the Deep
Magic for 5th Edition series — more than
700 new and compiled spells. And it adds
a lot more: 20 divine domains, new arcane
subclasses like the infernal and time mage,
expanded familiars and conjured servants,
arcane traps, and yes, even more new spells.
This tome is not just for wizards and sorcerers.
Deep Magic for 5th Edition also expands
the horizons for warlocks, bards, clerics,
druids, and even for rangers and paladins
with something new for every casting class!
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PZO KOB9139PE.............................. $24.99

INDIE BOARDS & CARDS

SHERLOCK FILES:
VOL. IV - FATAL FRONTIERS

Are you a modern mastermind
detective?
The
Sherlock
Files:
Fatal Frontiers includes three new
confounding cases for you to solve,
all taking place in Tornado Town, a
place full of quarrels, cowboys, and
cahoots. First, you will delve into the
sordid history of a mine rumored to
be cursed. Next, you will unearth the
truth of who has been desecrating
graves in the Tornado Town cemetery. Finally, you will investigate a fatal duel that
killed both participants at sunrise. Decipher clues to determine which are relevant
to the case and which are not. Share what you deem relevant with your detective
partners. Which theories will you chase? How will you fare compared to the world’s
greatest detective? Work together to solve each case and find out! Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
IBC SFF01	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.99

KOBOLD GUIDE TO MONSTERS

The ENNIE Award-winning Kobold Guide series
returns with The Kobold Guide to Monsters! This
definitive tome about tabletop RPG creature
creation and their use at the gaming table contains
invaluable insight and advice from some of the top
minds in roleplaying game design today. Scheduled
to ship in May 2021.
PZO KOB9047..........................................$19.99

KOLOSSAL GAMES
RUINATION

GAMES

The world ended so long
ago that none remember
its name. From its ashes
rose the Khanate, whose
citadel guards the last
aquifer. The immortal Khan
commands that only the
most worthy may drink
from its waters. Thus the
hordes ready themselves for
battle. Win, and lead your
people onward... Die, and
be forgotten! Ruination is
a 2-4 player area control
and civilization game set in post-apocalyptic Eurasia. Using an innovative action system,
players will gather resources to acquire advantages from the wreckage of the world
before, bolster their armies with powerful exiles, and march across The Wasteland to
war. Only the strongest and most canny horde will rule beside the Khan in this new world.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
KLG RUI001EN	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $90.00

RUINATION: THE WORLD
THAT WAS EXPANSION

LEGENDARY GAMES

THE DRAGON’S HOARD (5E)

Magic, Monsters, and More! The Dragon’s
Hoard is a monthly anthology of magic
items, spells, monsters, and more for your
5th Edition campaign! In this month’s
features you’ll find: The Treasure Trove,
featuring magnificent magic items like the
burning skull mace, blade of the black
desert, wand of visibility, and cuirass of
miracles! Baskers Books, featuring new
spells for almost every 5E spellcaster
like deathless defenders, invisibility well,
haunted ruin, and spellguard watchtower!
Marvelous Monsters, featuring killer
creatures across every challenge level like
the bogeyman, glisterfae, and ioun golem!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
#1
LGP 466DH015E.........................$12.99
#2
LGP 468DH025E.........................$11.99

EPIC TREASURES (5E)

Treasures Fit for a Legend. Legendary
adventures deserve truly legendary
treasures, and Epic Treasures brings you
a spectacular set of over 60 magnificent
magic items to adorn your 5E campaign.
Each one offers exciting and dynamic
options drawn from myth, legend,
literature, and gaming history, like the
dread fangs of the hydra and yoke of the
brazen bull, including an array of items
inspired by cultures around the world like
the crane kimono. Every item has detailed
powers and effects for heroes of every
level, but all have additional abilities that
can be unlocked only by those mighty
mythic adventurers with the touch of
destiny. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 385MY675E.........................$13.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

This expansion includes all of the unlocked
stretch goals from the 2020 Kickstarter
campaign. Requires base game to play.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
KLG RUI002EN............................$30.00
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LEGENDARY PLANET: MIND TYRANTS OF
THE MERCILESS MOONS (STARFINDER)
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GAMES

Mind Tyrants of the Merciless Moons is an adventure
for 17th to 19th-level characters using the Starfinder
Roleplaying Game. The latest chapter in the
amazing Legendary Planet Adventure Path, a
spectacular sword-and-planet saga from Legendary
Games blending sci-fi and fantasy, magic and
machines with an exciting pulp sensibility and style.
Mind Tyrants of the Merciless Moons includes not
only a massive interplanetary adventure but also
brand-new monsters, magic, and technology, along
with a full gazetteer of the domed city of Emirist-Tar
and its inhabitants and the weirdling spirit vortices
of Qanna, plus an ongoing fiction series. Scheduled
to ship in March 2021.
LGP 208LP08SF..................................... $24.99

POWER ARMOR (5E)
LEGENDARY PLANET:
PLAYER’S GUIDE (PF2)

The Legendary Planet Player’s Guide offers an
amazing array of all-new options for Pathfinder
Second Edition adventure, including four fantastic
ancestries complete with over 60 ancestry feats
and heritages, special equipment, and more!
You’ll find everything you need to use the
clockwork-cybernetic auttaine, the chlorvian plant
people, the four-armed psychic tretharri, and
the mischievous winged reptilian zvarr in any
campaign from fantasy to sci-fi. Scheduled to ship
in March 2021.
LGP 201LP01PF2................................... $14.99

LEGENDARY PLANET: TO KILL A STAR
(STARFINDER)

To Kill a Star is an adventure for 19th to 20thlevel characters using the Starfinder Roleplaying
Game. This is the double-sized final chapter in
the amazing Legendary Planet Adventure Path,
a spectacular sword-and-planet saga from
Legendary Games blending sci-fi and fantasy,
magic and machines with an exciting pulp
sensibility and style. To Kill a Star includes not only
a massive interstellar adventure but also brandnew monsters, magic, and technology, including
rules for explosives and heavy weapons, a full
gazetteer of a star-spanning Dyson sphere and
its inhabitants, and an ongoing fiction series.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 209LP09SF	������������������������������������ $34.99

MYTHOS MONSTERS (5E)

Terror from Beyond the Stars! Mythos Monsters
brings over 40 eldritch abominations from the
dark places beyond the stars to your 5E campaign,
with beautiful artwork for every one! Unleash the
mind-bending majesty of the Lovecraft mythos on
an unsuspecting world, with mythos minions like
the deep ones, faceless stalkers, and the hideous
hybrid blood of Yog-Sothoth and inhuman
horrors like shantaks, gugs, nightgaunts, and the
hounds of Tindalos, or terrifying titans like bholes,
primal shoggoths, and flying polyps. The stars are
right to pick up this spectacular 74-page monster
supplement for 5th Edition and Make Your Game
Legendary! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 454HO045E................................... $19.99

PLANT SYMBIONTS (STARFINDER)
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Customize your armored suit with three dozen special accessories, heavy weaponry, and
projectiles from boost thrusters, grenade launchers, and rail guns with entropic, hellbore,
and zombiemaker ammunition, or augment your character with cybernetic automata like
implanted weaponry and quickstrider legs. Whether you play full-on sci-fi or blend future
tech with fantasy, this 26-page 5th Edition supplement will Make Your Game Legendary!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 4484ACS065E	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.99

Infuse your equipment with root and vine, and
bond a personal symbiont to your character
to grant them new abilities, including simple
symbiont companions and a dozen fully described
symbiont creatures from airsuits and flight packs to
grappling claws and living armor, which can be
used as standalone creatures or bonded to provide
special abilities to their hosts. Cultivate amazing
new character options with this 20-page Starfinder
supplement and Make Your Game Legendary!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 450ACS07SF.................................. $10.99

TREASURY OF THE CRUSADE (PF2)

The Treasury of the Crusade brings you
over 30 new magical items for Pathfinder
Second Edition, each perfect to gear up
for a righteous crusade where valorous
guardians of the mortal realms stand in
defiant resistance against the encroaching
armies of the demon lords. They range
in power from simple trinkets and tokens
and magical signaling devices to mighty
weapons and powerful artifacts. Some are
emblematic of glorious goodness, while
others reek of ineffable evil and demoniac
damnation, but every one can serve to
make your campaign more exciting and
your treasure hoards more interesting.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
LGP 149WR05PF2.......................$10.99

TREASURY OF WINTER (PF2)

The Treasury of Winter brings you three
dozen magical items ideal for any
Pathfinder Second Edition campaign but
especially suited to adventures into the
icy lands of the north, where frozen fey
and winter witches rule a cold-hearted
kingdom and seek to spread their wintry
reach across this world and beyond. Even
beyond the general themes of frost and
fey, these treasures draw upon Russian
myth, legend, and folk traditions, as befits
a campaign where meeting Baba Yaga
herself is a definite possibility, and where
the veil between worlds dissolves to the
point that heroes from a world of magic
might venture forth to a war-torn world like
our own on the trail of the queen of witches
herself! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
LGP 250WW02PF2.....................$11.99

LOKE BATTLE MATS
BOX OF ADVENTURE:
VALLEY OF PERIL

Loke’s Box of Adventure is a Magnetically
sealed box of Battle Maps and cut out tokens.
With 24 maps and 300+ cut out tokens this
is the essential terrain and tokens you need
to run a fantasy RPG Adventure! The maps
are modular, so you can play each map
individually or line them up to create larger
encounter areas to suit your adventure! There
are also hundreds of cut out tokens of monsters
and adversaries, so you have everything you
need at your fingertips. Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
LBM 021............................................$32.00

LUDICREATIONS

CRISIS is a turn-based game for 1-5 players
who assume the roles of businessmen,
trying to rebuild their businesses and
create value at a particularly challenging
time. By skillfully placing their managers
in a position to invest in companies,
trade resources, and navigate the local
bureaucracy and regulations, they can
thrive and prosper in a time when others
might struggle and decline.
LDR 1814000..............................$69.95

METALLIC
DICE GAMES

Aliens of Charted Space Volume 1 details
four spacefaring cultures, three of them
alien and one curiously familiar. These are
the Zhodani, humans transplanted from
Earth to develop in far-off Zhdant. Their
well-ordered society is very different to the
squabbling mini-states of the Vargr despite
sharing a common Terran ancestry. The
Aslan and the KKree, meanwhile, are
polar opposites; proud warriors and
militant herd-creatures.This book contains
rules for creating Travellers from each of
these alien races, High Guard additions
and new ships, and Central Supply
Catalogue entries for their new equipment.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
MGP 40047................................$59.99

PEARL CITRINE WITH
COPPER NUMBERS (7)

MET 696.....................................$15.99

PEARL PURPLE WITH
GOLD NUMBERS (7)

MET 687.....................................$15.99

TRAVELLER RPG: ALIENS OF
CHARTED SPACE - VOLUME 2

PEARL RED WITH
COPPER NUMBERS (7)

MET 695.....................................$15.99

Aliens of Charted Space 2 details three of
the most misunderstood cultures of Charted
Space the Solomani, the Droyne and the
Hivers. Aliens of Charted Space Volume 2
shows the motivations and long-term plans
of the Hive Federation. Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
MGP 40049................................$59.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

16MM RESIN POLY DICE SET

TRAVELLER RPG: ALIENS OF
CHARTED SPACE - VOLUME 1

GAMES

CRISIS (DELUXE EDITION)

MONGOOSE
PUBLISHING

PEARL WITH COPPER
NUMBERS (7)

MET 688.....................................$15.99

PEARL WITH PURPLE
NUMBERS (7)

MET 689.....................................$15.99
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NERDBURGER GAMES

TRAVELLER RPG: SKANDERVIK

Skandersvik is a complete campaign for
Sword Worlds Travellers. As crewmembers
aboard the merchant cruiser Skander they
will voyage through Darrian and Five
Sisters subsectors, into District 268 and
finally home again. There is money to be
made and glory to be earned on such an
expedition, but it is not without its hazards.
Skandersvik provides a background to the
mission, the ship and her crew, creating
many opportunities for incidents, side trips
and mishaps along the way. There is far
more to this expedition than trading profits
and a payday at the end. Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
MGP 40039................................$49.99

MONTE COOK GAMES

14

Good Strong Hands is a fantasy tabletop
roleplaying game where you portray
fantastic creatures and their newly arrived
human allies working to save your home
of Reverie from destruction by the faceless,
malevolent force known only as the Void.
While Reverie is a land of the fantastic,
filled with whimsy, it is also beset by this
sinister, destructive force. Characters
will be constantly tempted by the Void’s
corruption, even as they fight to end it. The
stories you tell will be those of friendship,
teamwork, self-empowerment, overcoming
harmful forces, and dealing with a world
in crisis. As you play, you’ll help the GM
build the world of Reverie, filing in details
as your characters struggle to save it with
your good, strong hands. Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
NBG GSH001.............................$39.99

Pugmire is a light-hearted and familyfriendly fantasy world. Its one of the first
of Onyx Paths creator-owned games,
produced in a partnership with Eddy
Webb and Pugsteady. Pirates of Pugmire
is a chronicle sourcebook for both Pugmire
and Monarchies of Mau. It’s usable in either
game, or as part of a joint experience.
Some highlights include: Two new species
for players to enjoy: lizards and birds; Six
new callings, including two for dogs and
two for cats; Rules for building, sailing,
and sinking ships; A trove of new allies,
enemies, and treasures; Information on
Waterdog Port and Port Matthew; Going
on the Account, a chronicle of three new
adventures, taking characters from 1st
through 6th level. Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
ONX PUG014.............................$45.00

PIRATES OF PUGMIRE SCREEN

Pirates of Pugmire Screen is a sturdy threepanel screen featuring evocative art on
the outer side, and a selection of charts
and other info on the inside to make the
Storytellers job a little bit easier. Inside are 8
pages of content designed to enhance game
play. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
ONX PUG014S...........................$20.00

THEY CAME FROM
BENEATH THE SEA RPG

They Came From Beneath The Sea! is a new
tabletop roleplaying game encompassing
the wonder, horror, thrills, and hilarity of
1950s science fiction. This game They
Came From Beneath The Sea! is a tabletop
roleplaying game in which the players, as
humans, live in a world under increasing
attack. The attackers? Aliens from beneath
the sea, obviously! They Came From
Beneath The Sea! is powered by Onyx
Path’s Storypath system, and includes all
the rules you need to play as a two-fisted
hero dealing with alien threats, including
rules for creating characters with a mix
of Origins to customize your Archetype
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
ONX THEY001............................$50.00

THEY CAME FROM BENEATH
THE SEA RPG: SCREEN

The They Came From Beneath The Sea!
Screen is a sturdy three-panel screen
featuring evocative art on the outer side,
and a selection of charts and other info
on the inside to make the Storytellers job
a little bit easier. Inside are 8 pages of
content designed to enhance game play.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
ONX THEY001S..........................$20.00

OSPREY GAMES

ARCANA OF THE ANCIENTS:
WHERE THE MACHINES WAIT

They call it the Grave of the Machines. An
underground mausoleum of the ancients,
filled with their wondrous devices and
strange magic. Those bold enough
to venture into its depths (and return)
spin tales of sights and encounters so
astonishing they could not possibly be
boasts or mere fiction. And they say its
riches are as vast and unfathomable as
its depths. Venture into the Grave of the
Machines, if you dare, for adventure
unlike any you’ll find in typical ruins or
dungeons. Where the Machines Wait is
a mega-adventure for 5e for characters
of roughly 5th level. Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
MKG 249....................................$29.99

GM Screen for Ptolus. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
MKG 269....................................$17.99
2021

GOOD STRONG HANDS

ONYX PATH
PUBLISHING

PTOLUS: MONTE COOK’S CITY BY
THE SPIRE - GM SCREEN

APR

PIRATES OF PUGMIRE

CONTAGION CHRONICLE

The
Contagion
Chronicle
is
an
overarching compendium of chronicle
hooks, riveting settings, and Storyteller
aids to help present all the Chronicles of
Darkness game lines with one consistent
story. In the chronicle, the Contagion acts
as a motivational force and inspires the
formation of factions where vampires,
werewolves, mages, mummies, etc. come
together in new and unique ways. The
Contagion Chronicle will include all the
rules you need to combine the various
protagonists from the Chronicles of
Darkness game line. It features Vampire:
The Requiem, Werewolf: The Forsaken,
Mage: The Awakening, and all the other
lines from Promethean: The Created to
Deviant: The Renegades! Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
ONX COFD006...........................$50.00

SCARRED LANDS:
CREATURE COLLECTION (5E)

The Creature Collection 5E presents more
than 175 creatures from the Scarred Lands
setting, each painstakingly updated to
work perfectly with the 5th Edition rules,
each illustrated in full color. The Creature
Collection 5E features a host of tools to
help you find the perfect monster for the
encounter youre building. Also included are
an appendices of battle maps, encounter
seeds and a Challenge Rating index.
While the monsters herein are taken from
the various Scarred Lands supplements
released down the years, they can
easily enhance any setting or campaign.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
ONX SL020.................................$50.00

ABSOLUTE EMPEROR

From the late Revolutionary Wars and
Egyptian campaign, to the battles of
Austerlitz,
Borodino,
Leipzig,
and
Waterloo, Absolute Emperor is a mass
battle wargame that provides all the rules
needed to play during this period of grand
armies and sweeping campaigns. Players’
armies are composed of multiple corps,
with command and control being of the
utmost importance, all influenced by the
elan of your general. Do you follow in the
footsteps of Napoleon and be crowned the
Absolute Emperor or stand against tyranny
as Wellington and Blücher. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
OSP 837684...............................$20.00

Imperium: Classics is a standalone game
that contains the Carthaginian, Celt,
Greek, Macedonian, Persian, Roman,
Scythian, and Viking civilizations and
an individual solo opponent behaving
as each nation. It is fully compatible with
Imperium: Legends for players wanting
to expand their pool of civilizations even
further. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
OSP GAM039.............................$40.00

IMPERIUM: LEGENDS

Imperium: Legends is a standalone game
that contains the three most challenging
civilizations in Imperium – the Arthurians,
Utopians, and Atlantians – as well as the
Egyptians, Mauryan, Minoan, Olmec,
and Qin civilizations, each of which
can be played against solo. It is fully
compatible with Imperium: Classics for
players wanting to expand their pool of
civilizations even further. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
OSP GAM038.............................$40.00

GAMES

IMPERIUM: CLASSICS

JACKALS RPG: THE FALL OF
THE CHILDREN OF BRONZE

OATHMARK: BANE OF KINGS

Time is the bane of all kings. Always does it march
forward, bringing change and challenges, wars
and disasters, invaders and internal rebellion.
This supplement for Oathmark: Battles of the Lost
Age, focuses on the passage of time and its effect
on a players kingdom. While wars and battle still
determine their ultimate fate, many other events
can affect the armies of a kingdom. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
OSP OAK004.......................................$30.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING
PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH FISTS OF THE RUBY PHOENIX PART 3 KING OF THE MOUNTAIN (P2)

King of the Mountain is a Pathfinder adventure
for four 18th-level characters. This adventure
concludes the Ruby Phoenix Tournament
Adventure Path, a three-part monthly campaign
in which the players compete in Golarion’s most
amazing international fighting tournament. This
adventure also includes a gazetteer of exciting
demiplanes found across Golarion, inspiring
lore about the epic fighting tournaments in other
corners of the multiverse, and a mountain of new
monsters. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PZO 90168........................................... $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

An epic campaign for Jackals, the sword & sorcery
roleplaying game set in a Fantasy Bronze Age inspired
by the legends and cultures of the ancient Near East.
The Fall of the Children of Bronze is a grand campaign
for Jackals, and includes 14 adventures spanning 9
years. Players will explore the ancient myths and
legends of the War Road, from the bustling streets of
Ameena Noani in the north and Sentem in the south,
to abandoned temples in the wastes, and caverns
deep within the earth. They will encounter beings and
powers from the past - ancient but far from dormant and come face to face with the hidden hand that would
the Law of Men torn down and chaos brought to the
Zaharets. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
OSP RPG006................................................ $35.00
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STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-TILES - SPACE STATION
DOCKING BAY EXPANSION
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GAMES

Starfinder Flip-Tiles: Space Station Docking
Bay Expansion provides beautifully illustrated
6” × 6” map tiles that can be used to enhance
your station with landing pads, catwalks, a
refueling station, and an expansive, open
docking bay to explore. Inside, you’ll find 24
richly crafted, double-sided map tiles. This
expansion set, along with Starfinder FlipTiles: Space Station Starter Set, allows you to
create futuristic space habitats with endless
variety! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PZO 7507	������������������������������������� $19.99
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PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT
CLASSICS - MUSEUM

While a museum is meant to be a place
of learning and wonder, it’s no surprise at
just how often adventures pop up within
them! There’s always a fresh new surprise
waiting at the museum, and no Game
Master wants to put the action on pause
to draw every exhibition room and display
case. This line of gaming maps provides
ready-to-use and captivatingly detailed
fantasy set pieces for the busy Game
Master. Whether the heroes are simply
visiting the museum to research a mystery
or have been hired to handle a problem
within an exhibit itself, this double-sided
combat map features a classic museum for
you to use at your table. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
PZO 31035.................................$14.99

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS ABOMINATION VAULTS PAWN
COLLECTION (P2)

The Abomination Vaults Pawn Collection
features more than 150 creature pawns for
use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed on
sturdy cardstock, each pawn presents a
beautiful full-color image of a monster
or NPC from the Abomination Vaults
campaign, including creepy aberrations,
sneaky hunters, subterranean horrors,
and cautious allies that might spell the
difference between victory and death in
the darkness! With tons of distinct images,
the Abomination Vaults Pawn Collection
brings to life the enemies and allies from
all three adventures of the Abomination
Vaults Adventure Path. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
PZO 1044...................................$19.99

PALLADIUM BOOKS
AFTER THE BOMB RPG HARDCOVER

Create an entire new breed of crime-fighting,
intelligent, humanoid mutant animal heroes
in the tradition of the Ninja Turtles, Rocket
Raccoon, or any comic book style superheroes.
Or add humanoid mutant animals to your Heroes
Unlimited or Ninjas & Superspies games, or use
them in any game setting from Nightbane to
Rifts/Phase World where such mutants fit right in.
Playing anthropomorphic animal characters is a
blast. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
PAL 0503HC.......................................... $36.99

BEYOND THE SUPERNATURAL
RPG HARDCOVER

Psychic abilities and the paranormal are real.
Magic is real. Yet science and authority figures
dismiss them as hysteria, hoaxes and madness.
However, special individuals gifted with special
abilities or cursed with firsthand encounters find
themselves inexorably linked to the paranormal
and forced to deal with the consequences. BTS-2
is really coming together and will surprise some
people with its depth of character, background
and new direction. A contemporary horror setting
that makes sense and challenges the players.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PAL 0700HC.......................................... $36.99

PATHFINDER RPG:
LOST OMENS - THE MWANGI
EXPANSE HARDCOVER (P2)

The Mwangi Expanse has been home
to an untold diversity of cultures and
peoples since time immemorial,
hosting powerful, isolated city states
that have often paid little attention
to their neighbors. Yet the turning
tides of fortune have begun to usher
in changes that are rippling across
the world. As a band of scholars
from an ancient university venture
north to aid a disaster-torn Avistan.
A revolution-forged nation seeks
powerful allies against foreign
aggression. An undead god, once
a symbol of hope to his declining
nation, now grows jealous enough
to turn on his self-proclaimed kin.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PZO 9309	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99

DEAD REIGN RPG HARDCOVER

Experience the nightmare of being stalked by
the living dead. Who can you trust? Where
can you go to be safe? How do you fight the
dead? Find out in Dead Reign - a complete
role-playing game that captures the horror,
suspense and trauma of the post-apocalyptic
world dominated by zombie hordes. Scheduled
to ship in May 2021.
PAL 0230HC.........................................$36.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH HORIZONS OF THE
VAST 1 - PLANETFALL

Planetfall is a Starfinder Roleplaying Game
adventure for four 1st-level characters. This
adventure begins the Horizons of the Vast
Adventure Path, a six-part, monthly campaign in
which the heroes are at the forefront of exploring
and charting a world filled with mystery. This
volume also includes a new system for expanding
a fledgling settlement on a new planet, a player’s
guide, and a selection of strange alien creatures.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PZO 7240............................................$22.99

HEROES UNLIMITED RPG HARDCOVER

The Heroes Unlimited RPG has been a hit for
30+ years because it enables you to create any
type of comic book hero you can imagine. Make
characters pulled right from any comic book you
like or design your own league of extraordinary
heroes. Some heroes may be superhumans gifted
with incredible super abilities, or immortal or
practically living gods. Others may rely upon their
mastery of the martial arts or weapons training
and intelligence. Some may be alien super beings
from another world or mutant humans, or mutant
animals, or a living plant creature. Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
PAL 0500HC	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

PALLADIUM FANTASY RPG
HARDCOVER

A complete role-playing game set in a
unique realm of high fantasy and epic
adventure that has thrilled fans for decades.
All the fantasy elements you’d expect are
there, but spun in ways that you may not
expect. Magic has replaced science. The
elder races of Dwarves, Elves and Titans
have given way to the rise of humanity and
the Wolfen Empire. Meanwhile the monster
races - Goblins, Orcs, Ogres and Trolls lay claim to the Old Kingdom, from which
they launch their pillaging raids. And that’s
just the beginning. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
PAL 0450HC................................$39.99

RIFTS RPG ANNIVERSARY
COMMEMORATIVE EDITION
HARDCOVER

RIFTS RPG: CHAOS
EARTH HARDCOVER

Rifts is a multi-genre role-playing game
that captures the imagination unlike any
other. Elements of magic, horror, and the
supernatural co-exist with science, high
technology and the ordinary. The game
spans countless dimensions, making
anything and everything possible.
Players are truly limited only by their
imaginations! Rifts Ultimate Edition is a
completely rewritten and updated version
of the original game played and enjoyed
by an estimated 1.5 million gamers. Cover
by Scott Johnson. Color end sheets by John
Zeleznik. New artwork and color pages
throughout. Written and created by Kevin
Siembieda. 376 pages, including color
sections. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PAL 0800HC30............................$49.99

Chaos Earth puts the player in the center
of the Great Cataclysm - the apocalyptic
upheaval that, in the end, creates what
we know as Rifts Earth. Player Characters
live through the death throes of human
civilization, the reshaping of the very
planet, and the birth of Rifts Earth. You
bear angry witness to the Earth’s fiery
rebirth as it goes screaming to become
a cauldron of mystic energy, a multidimensional doorway to infinite alien
worlds and the catalyst for endless
possibilities. One’s greatest challenge is
not only survival and battling monsters,
but keeping one’s sanity, goodness and
soul. Absolute chaos, ruthlessness and
savagery in a no-holds-barred free-for-all
for survival… and more. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
PAL 0660HC................................$34.99

RIFTS RPG: BOOK OF
MAGIC HARDCOVER

RIFTS RPG: GAME MASTER
GUIDE HARDCOVER

RIFTS: DUTY’S EDGE NOVEL
NINJAS AND SUPERSPIES RPG
HARDCOVER

Forty-one (41) forms of martial arts combat
as you have never seen them in any other
role-playing game. Oriental combat skills
accurately portrayed, each with its own
unique fighting style, methods of attack
and defense presented on an epic scale,
complete with legendary mystic powers.
But that’s not all! The superspy section
includes spies of all kinds, cyber agents,
gadgeteers, secret organizations, secret
identities, gimmick weapons and clothing,
cyber-disguises, cybernetic implants, and
more. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
PAL 0525HC................................$34.99

RIFTS RPG: ADVENTURE
GUIDE HARDCOVER

The lone survivor of a New German
Republic Special Forces operation
struggles to complete the mission on
his own. A mission to destroy wicked
monsters and cut off a vital line of support
to the Gargoyle Empire. A mission that
could save many lives. Of course, it is a
journey that takes many twists and turns as
one determined individual hopes to beat
impossible odds. Set in the Middle East. A
stand-alone Rifts novel complete in itself.
Written by Will Erwin. Scheduled to ship
in February 2021.
PAL 0308....................................$12.99

A step by step guide to creating and running
Rifts adventures (and role-playing games in
general). A how to manual by Kevin Siembieda
plus viewpoints, suggestions and additional
material by other Palladium Game Masters,
including Erick Wujcik, Wayne Breaux Jr., and
Bill Coffin. Over 200 adventure ideas. Where to
find ideas and how to build them into adventures.
Game Master tips on structuring and running
adventures. Creation rules for towns, cities and
mercenary companies. Rules for creating secret
organizations and traveling shows. Archetypes
for building characters and creating adventures. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PAL 0849HC	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $36.99

This is the ultimate guide to magic for Rifts
Earth. All the magic spells, magic tattoos,
Techno-Wizard items, magic weapons,
equipment, body armor, restraints,
parasites, symbiotes, magic items,
Automatons, Iron Juggernauts, and more
from Rifts World Books 1-23, Sourcebooks
1-4, and Siege on Tolkeen 1-6, collected
into one big reference. Comprehensive
index of Practitioners of Magic. Designer
notes, comments, tips & hints for running
magic characters. Written by Kevin
Siembieda and others. Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
PAL 0848HC................................$39.99

The ultimate Rifts reference and
sourcebook, it contains all the weapons,
equipment, body armor, power armor,
robots, vehicles, skills and psionics from
Rifts World Books 1-23, Sourcebooks 1-4,
and Siege on Tolkeen 1-6, collected into
one big reference. Plus, maps, lists and
indexes of O.C.C.s, R.C.C.s, experience
tables and more. 503 weapons, including
explosives, plus E-Clips and ammo notes.
Cover by David Dorman. Interior art by
Perez, Wilson & others. Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
PAL 0845HC................................$39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

The Nightbane are characters who
discover that they not entirely human. In
fact, they are shape-changers who possess
a comparatively frail, human ‘facade’ and
a supernatural, superhuman ‘morphus.’
Whether hideous or beautiful, cruel or
kind, the Nightbane are feared and
slaughtered by most humans who see only
a monster. Many of these become secret
protectors of humankind and champions
of good. Worse, the Nightbane are
hunted and slaughtered without just cause
and without mercy by the Nightlords and
their minions. Compatible with Beyond the
Supernatural, Heroes Unlimited, Ninjas &
Superspies, Mystic China, and adaptable
to Rifts. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
PAL 0730HC................................$36.99
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NIGHTBANE RPG HARDCOVER
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ARCANIS 5E: CHILDREN OF THE SCALE
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Delve into this unique and popular player
character race as the Ashen Hide, Black Talon,
and the Ghost Scale ssressen are fully explored.
The history of the Ashen Hide, Black Talon, and
Ghost Scale ssressen. The ssressens culture, from
their caste system to their religious tenets and
beliefs. New Class Archetypes for the Fighter,
Holy Champion, Ranger, and Shaman. New
Backgrounds. A new Combat School Tooth and
Claw. New Feats. New Armor and Weapons.
New Spells and Magic Items. A dozen Monster
entries. Explore Lanpeltis, the City of the Fiery
Wyrm And much more! Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
PCI 2607..............................................$24.99

PEGASUS SPIELE
DICE FLICK

Flick your way to victory in this dynamic dice
game! Each turn players flick 2 dice from
the edge into the dice arena nestled into
the bottom of the game box with the goal
of being first to score 50 points. The rules
are simple, but multiple factors can affect
scoring, including locations within the arena
and special dice with unique abilities. Players
must use their heads as well as their hands
to take the best advantage of the dice theyre
given. Super-quick setup and play time
makes this a perfect candidate for perpetual
rematches, at least until fingers start to falter!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PSD 52155G	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

PHASE SHIFT GAMES

DUNGEON DROP

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

DUNGEON WALLS
DUNGEON DROP

Dungeon Drop is a lightweight dungeon
crawler for 1-4 players, featuring a novel
spatial element that assures no two games
could possibly be the same. At the start of
each game, cubes of varying colors, which
represent both loot and monsters in the
dungeon, are dropped onto the table from
a height of 6 to 12 inches. This creates a
dungeon layout with infinite possibilities.
You then use your customized hero to
explore the dungeon, use your unique
abilities, and ultimately loot a room that
won’t kill you!
PSG 101.....................................$19.99

Drop without fear... Dungeon Walls are
here! Become fearless when dropping
your dungeon! This set of 2-inch high walls
creates a secure play area, ready to contain
the most vigorous dungeon crawling
action. The walls are designed to adjust to
whatever size surface you may desire, up to
28x28 inches, and they work perfectly with
either 1 or 2 of our Dungeon Mats.
PSG 113.......................................$9.99

GELATINOUS CUBES

POO POO PETS

Everyone’s in a mad rush to steal each others pets
in this frantic dice game, but the poor pets are all
freaking out! Each player rolls their own set of 6
dice to try to match combinations shown on other
players pet tiles. Includes a squeak toy poop that is
used to pause the game in order to collect tiles from
other players. Once a player loses all their pet tiles
they are out of the game, and the last player with
any number of tiles remaining wins! Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
PSD 18338G...........................................$19.99

CLOTH BAG OF HOLDING

Extra-dimensional space! If you want an
alternate way to explore the dungeon,
or perhaps just a great way to store your
cubes in luxurious style, you should enjoy
this beautiful custom printed cloth bag. The
bag measures 6x8 inches, large enough to
fit all the game’s cards and components for
ultra portability!
PSG 107.......................................$3.99

They may look tasty, but you can’t eat
them! Watch in horror as ‘Jigglin’ gobbles
up nearby treasure, and then enjoy
slicing him up to claim your loots! This
mini-expansion includes 2 glorious cubes
of gelatinous fun and associated rules.
Squick squick!
PSG 111.......................................$4.99

UNDO: PEAK OF NO RETURN

Goa, India, May 1972: Nervously, a person
skims over yesterday’s news article: International
expedition disaster in the Himalayas. All 7
members of a mountaineering group are believed
to have died during a summit ascent in the
Himalayan Mountains. Included were citizens from
England and the USA. The diverse group had left.
The person gazes out the trains window deep in
thought. Was this finally the end of days of flight?
At the station a colorfully dressed figure greets the
individual: Welcome to Palolem Beach! I’m Jamie.
I’m Alex, the person replies and smiles, because
they’ve always liked that name. Scheduled to ship
in February 2021.
PSD 18177E............................................$14.99

SHINY PURPLE CUBES

DUNGEON MAT

Drop your dungeon in style on these
gorgeous neoprene mats! While any
surface type is viable for Dungeon Drop
(tabletop, floor, or otherwise), this neoprene
mat helps prevent excessive bounce when
dropping onto a glass table or other hard
surface. Each high-quality neoprene mat
measures 24x14 inches, and they work
perfectly with our Dungeon Walls.
PSG 112.....................................$14.99

Whatever
could
these
mysterious
cubes represent?! This mini-expansion
incorporates SIX of the best ideas collected
from the community during the original
Dungeon Drop Kickstarter campaign,
including Crystal Golems, Magic Bolts,
Dragon Eggs, and more! Roll at the start of
each new game to see exactly what strange
effects they’ll have for that dungeon!
PSG 110.......................................$4.99

SLEEVES OF PROTECTION

SKELETON SKULLS

Sleeve away! Let’s face it - many people
love to sleeve their game cards! These
premium-quality sleeves are precisely
sized for the cards in Dungeon Drop, and
everything will still fit in the box. Contains
50 sleeves that are 92x92mm, 100 microns
thick, and made of transparent CPP.
PSG 108.......................................$3.99

GAMES

Heads will roll! Heads will roll with this
rattling mini-expansion of skulls and
bones! While only a few skeletons will
reside in the dungeon at first, they can
quickly grow into an undead swarm. Rules
card that doubles as a crypt!
PSG 109.......................................$4.99

STRINGY THINGY

Its a thing... with string! Want to be
hyper precise in your looting efforts? The
Dungeon Drop Stringy Thingy is for you!
20 glorious inches of retractable string
safely nestled inside a custom printed
housing, and it fits perfectly inside the box!
PSG 106.......................................$3.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS HORROR AT HEADSTONE HILL BOXED SET

The Deadlands: Horror at Headstone Hill Boxed Set
contains an introductory booklet on the region for the
players with notes from Tombstone Epitaph reporter
Lacy O’Malley and the Twilight Legion, a Marshal’s
guide detailing all the locations on the map and a
full sandbox-oriented Plot Point Campaign, a postersized map of the county, and a selection of player
handouts to drive this incredible tale of six-guns and
sorcery to its bloodstained conclusion! Deadlands:
The Weird West requires Savage Worlds core rules
to play. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PIN 10225................................................$29.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS LAKE CHRONICLES SOLO ADVENTURES

You’re about to take on the Weird West in the most
terrifying way possible alone! Crater Lake Chronicles
solo adventures are perfect for the hero who is lookin
for trouble between group game sessions, the rogue
who wanders ever alone, or the greenhorn novice
learning to play for the first time. Deadlands: Crater
Lake Chronicles is a 96-page hardcover book, in our
usual ‘graphic novel’ size, and glorious, bloody, fullcolor throughout. It requires Savage Worlds core rules
and Deadlands: the Weird West to play. Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
PIN 10223...................................................$24.99
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PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS MAP OF THE WEIRD WEST

A brand new poster map of the Weird West by
the phenomenal Cheyenne Wright. Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
PIN 91120..............................................$4.99
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SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:
DEADLANDS - MAP PACK 1
GRAND SALOON
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The first place for any thirsty traveler to stop
in any town in the Weird West is the Grand
Saloon at least until they learn about other
places with cheaper rotgut. This double
sided map features a showy saloon for
your dusty ‘ville and surrounding town
attractions. The maps are printed on sturdy
24 x 30 inch cardstock and are wet and
dry marker erasable. Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
PIN 91132..................................$14.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS MAP PACK 2 BOOT HILL

Every town needs a place to properly say
goodbye to loved ones and hopefully keep them
in the ground in the Weird West! This double
sided map features a church and graveyard
with other nearby attractions for your posse.
The maps are printed on sturdy 24 x 30 inch
cardstock and are wet and dry marker erasable.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PIN 91133........................................ $14.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS THE WEIRD WEST CORE RULEBOOK

Deadlands is set in the Weird West, an alternate
history where mysterious beings called the Reckoners
have given life to monsters and magic. California has
shattered into a labyrinth of flooded sea-canyons,
and a mysterious super-fuel called ghost rock has
spawned as much war and strife as it has steampunk
devices. Players are steely-eyed gunfighters, cardslinging sorcerers called hucksters, mysterious
shamans, savage braves, mad scientists, and more
who battle against evil. The core book for Deadlands:
The Weird West is a 192-page hardcover book, in
our usual ‘graphic novel’ size, and glorious, bloody,
full-color throughout. It requires Savage Worlds core
rules to play. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PIN 10220...............................................$39.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS - THE
WEIRD WEST GM SCREEN & ADVENTURE

This gorgeous trifold screen contains a beautiful
Deadlands image on one side and a whole host
of useful charts and tables on the reverse. Also
included is the 32 page adventure: Showdown at
Sundown. This requires Savage Worlds core rules
and Deadlands: the Weird West to play. Scheduled
to ship in April 2021.
PIN 10222................................................ $19.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:
DEADLANDS - THE WEIRD
WEST ACITON DECK

From Initiative to gambling to classic
showdown at high noon, you need cards
to play Deadlands! This oversized Action
Deck features new illustrations from
award-winning artist Cheyenne Wright.
Cards measure 3.5’ x 5’. Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
PIN 10224..................................$19.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS THE WEIRD WEST BOXED SET

Deadlands is set in the Weird West, an alternate
history where mysterious beings called the
Reckoners have given life to monsters and
magic. The Deadlands Boxed Set includes:
Deadlands the Weird West core rulebook (192
pages); GM Screen + Showdown at Sundown
Adventure by Rob Wieland; Set of 25 Bennies;
Set of 7 Dice and Wild Die; Poster Map of the
Weird West; Set of 12 Archetype Cards; Set 12
Powers Cards; Adventure Cards; Infernal Device
Cards; Set of 6 Harrowed Cards; Set of 5 Ammo
Counters. Deadlands: The Weird West requires
Savage Worlds core rules to play (not included).
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
PIN 10227............................................$99.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS THE WEIRD WEST COMPANION

Add new Arcane Backgrounds like the heroic
Witches, Metal Mages, or Voodooists. Bring
famous gunslingers like Wyatt Earp or exciting
relics like Wild Bill’s Six-Shooters to the table. For
the Marshal there’s summaries of the four Servitor
Plot Point Campaigns and information on the
Hunting Grounds, as well as tips on how to run
Deadlands as a Game Master. ending with The
Horse Eater Savage Tale! Deadlands: The Weird
West Companion is a 96-page hardcover book, in
our usual ‘graphic novel’ size, and glorious, bloody,
full-color throughout. It requires Savage Worlds
APR
2021 core rules and Deadlands: the Weird West to play.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
22 PIN 10221................................................ $24.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DEADLANDS THE WEIRD WEST PAWNS BOXED SET

The Deadlands Pawns Boxed Set contains 8
sheets of thick punchboard, containing over 100
pawns to bring the Weird West alive on your
tabletop. Cardboard bases included. Scheduled
to ship in April 2021.
PIN 10226........................................... $29.99

PLASTIC SOLDIER COMPANY
BLITZKRIEG! SQUARE EDITION

Blitzkrieg! is a challenging game with simple
rules, a short playing time, and many tough
decisions! Close campaigns, win war victory
points, gain further resources and special
weapons, and exploit strategic advantages
as you play. The Nippon Expansion adds
a new challenge to Blitzkrieg! What if the
Axis coalition had won World War Two, and
Germany invaded and occupied the United
States of America? And... what if Japan
then turned on its former ally and invaded
German-held America? With the help of
Godzilla! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
PSC BLZ003.................................... $40.00

ROME & ROLL: GLADIATORS EXPANSION

While Rome is being rebuilt, Emperor Nero wants
the public to be entertained. He tasks players
with sponsoring games in the Colosseum, where
gladiators will engage in thrilling battles for the
enjoyment of the crowds. Players must now build
Ludi, where gladiators can be trained in one of the
two competing schools, and Arenas, where they
can practice. They’ll then assign the gladiators to
the Colosseum to fight! All the excitement has also
brought forth new Advisors who offer enticing
rewards for those who dare to bribe them! This
expansion for Rome & Roll adds a fifth asymmetric
character class - the Rudiarius - a retired gladiator
who has earned his freedom. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
PSC ROM003........................................... $26.00

PLAYROOM
ENTERTAINMENT

POKÉMON USA

The Killer Bunnies chefs have mixed flour,
eggs, sugar and radiation to take the cake
in this pastry-packed permutation. The Cake
Batter Booster Deck adds 55 cards to you
existing set and 10 bonus KinderBunnies
Carrots! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
UPE 49116.......................................... PI

PLEASANT COMPANY
GAMES

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(ALOLA) (DISPLAY 12)

THE DEAD EYE

Assume the role of a lone thermo-bandit
downed on a hostile backwater planet. Your
mission? Find the next safe haven before you
lose all hope and strength and maybe, just
maybe, find a way off of this desolate rock.
Face dangerous encounters, salvage useful
parts and reach further. The Dead Eye is an
adventure card game for one player, from
the creators of Ancient Terrible Things.
PCG 010.....................................$25.00

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(HOENN) (DISPLAY 12)

THE DEAD EYE DELUXE

The Dead Eye Deluxe includes a slipcase,
behind-the-scenes development book,
prelude comic book, rule-book, 1-fold
double-sided game board, 2 pairs of
stereoscopic-3D glasses, 1 pair of hookbehind 3D stereoscopic glasses and 54
unique cards.
PCG 011.....................................$35.00

A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon TCG
collection, featuring the three first
partner Pokémon of the Hoenn region
- Treecko, Torchic, and Mudkipplus two
regular Pokémon TCG booster packs!
Collect your favorites, trade them,
and celebrate 25 awesome years of
Pokémon with the first partners who
stick with you from your very first
Pokémon moments! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080966................................ PI
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A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon TCG
collection, featuring the three first
partner Pokémon of the Alola region
Rowlet, Litten, and Popplioplus two
regular Pokémon TCG booster packs!
Collect your favorites, trade them,
and celebrate 25 awesome years of
Pokémon with the first partners who
stick with you from your very first
Pokémon moments. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080962................................ PI
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KILLER BUNNIES:
CAKE BATTER EXPANSION
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MASTERS OF THE 8TH DIMENSION
JURORS AND ABROGATORS UNIT
(WHITE METAL)
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PIP 51128...................................$29.99
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POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(JOHTO) (DISPLAY 12)

A big celebratio nwith gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon
TCG collection, featuring the three
first partner Pokémon of the Johto
region - Chikorita, Cyndaquil, and
Totodile plus two regular Pokémon
TCG booster packs! Collect your
favorites, trade them, and celebrate
25 awesome years of Pokémon with
the first partners who stick with you
from your very first Pokémon moments!
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
PUI 29080967................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(KANTO) (DISPLAY 12)

A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon
TCG collection, featuring the three
first partner Pokémon of the Kanto
region - Bulbasaur, Charmander, and
Squirtle plus two regular Pokémon
TCG booster packs! Collect your
favorites, trade them, and celebrate
25 awesome years of Pokémon with
the first partners who stick with you
from your very first Pokémon moments!
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
PUI 29080968................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(UNOVA) (DISPLAY 12)

A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon TCG
collection, featuring the three first
partner Pokémon of the Unova region
- Snivy, Tepig, and Oshawott plus two
regular Pokémon TCG booster packs!
Collect your favorites, trade them,
and celebrate 25 awesome years of
Pokémon with the first partners who
stick with you from your very first
Pokémon moments!
PUI 29080964................................ PI

MASTERS OF THE 8TH DIMENSION
THE MAGISTRATE MONSTER
(RESIN/METAL)

PIP 51127...................................$31.99

WARCASTER

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

PRIVATEER PRESS

MONSTERPOCALYPSE

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

COLLISION COURSE EXPANSION

PIP 86012.....................................$9.99

LEGION OF MUTATES
SLASHERS AND CLICKER UNIT
(WHITE METAL)

PIP 51126...................................$29.99

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(KALOS) (DISPLAY 12)

A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon TCG
collection, featuring the three first
partner Pokémon of the Kalos region
- Chespin, Fennekin, and Froakie plus
two regular Pokémon TCG booster
packs! Collect your favorites, trade
them, and celebrate 25 awesome
years of Pokémon with the first partners
who stick with you from your very first
Pokémon moments! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080963................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG:
FIRST PARTNER PACK
(SINNOH) (DISPLAY 12)

A big celebration with gigantic
Pokémon TCG cards! This First Partner
Pack contains a set of 3 awesome
oversize cards for your Pokémon TCG
collection, featuring the three first
partner Pokémon of the Sinnoh region
- Turtwig, Chimchar, and Piplup plus
two regular Pokémon TCG booster
packs! Collect your favorites, trade
them, and celebrate 25 awesome
years of Pokémon with the first partners
who stick with you from your very first
Pokémon moments! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080965................................ PI

EMPYREAN ASTREUS, AEON OF
THE FIRST MAGNITUDE HERO
SOLO (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87005...................................$24.99

EMPYREAN COMMAND GROUP
STARTER SET (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87001...................................$69.99

LEGION OF MUTATES TAHARKA
MONSTER (RESIN/METAL)

PIP 51125...................................$27.99

EMPYREAN DAEMON A WEAPON
PACK (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87009.....................................$9.99

EMPYREAN SABER STRIKEFORCE
SQUAD (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87011...................................$29.99

EMPYREAN DAEMON B LIGHT
WARJACK (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87008...................................$29.99

PIP 87006...................................$29.99

GAMES

EMPYREAN SABER VANGUARD
SQUAD (WHITE METAL)

EMPYREAN DAEMON B WEAPON
PACK (WHITE METAL)

PIP 87010.....................................$9.99

PIP 37026...................................$19.99

EMPYREAN FACTOTUM SOLO
(WHITE METAL)

PIP 87002...................................$19.99

CRUCIBLE GUARD FAILED
EXPERIMENTS UNIT
(RESIN/METAL)

PIP 37027...................................$49.99

Q-WORKSHOP

EMPYREAN FULCRUM SOLO
(WHITE METAL)

PIP 87003...................................$19.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CRUCIBLE GUARD ASCENDANT
MENTALIST TRANCER SOLO
(WHITE METAL)

DIGITAL DICE SET:
RADIANT & GREEN (7)

Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
QWS SDGT3N............................$28.00

EMPYREAN OCULUS SOLO
(WHITE METAL)

PIP 87004...................................$19.99
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MAGIC MAZE KIDS

GAMES

ROLE 4 INITIATIVE

The king was accidentally turned into a
frog! Gather your friends, stride across
the forest, and find the correct ingredients
to prepare a potion that will cure him.
Magic Maze Kids is a cooperative game
that makes theoriginal mechanisms of
Magic Maze accessible to young players.
Everyone controls all of the heroes, but
only in one direction! Scheduled to ship in
May 2021.
LUM SDO02................................$34.99

LUXURY FAUX LEATHER DICE
BOX / ROLLING TRAY

RUSH OUT

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
R4I 44200............................. $23.99

D6 DICE SET (8): FIREBALL

SDZ 0008-01........................ $16.00

Thirsty for adventure and fame, a few intrepid
adventurers plunge into an underground
maze. Just as they get their hands on the
treasure, a powerful sorcerer emerges from
his torpor and begins to hunt them down. The
only chance the adventurers have for survival
is to flee toward the exit while thwarting the
terrible spells he casts upon them. Rush Out!
is a game of speed, in which one player plays
the sorcerer, trying to retrieve his treasure
from the other players, the heroes. The first
team to empty their deck of cards wins the
game. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
LUM SDO04	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SOLACE GAMES
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A world of scheming and treachery awaits! The DivTieflings want nothing more than to rule and subdue
all those around them, caring little for the casualties
that result from their often bloody and messy
conquests! In this volume you will find: a history and
background information about the mischievous DivTieflings; alternate racial traits for any Tiefling; new
class options: The bardic seducer and the fighter
usurper; new adventure locations to challenge any
player. Come take the path of conquest and power!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
SOG 0504................................................ $17.99

DUNGEON TILES: SAND COLOR
- COMBO PACK

This package of Role 4 Initiative Dungeon
Tiles contains 5 10-inch and 16 5-inch
square tiles, in a desert Sand color, that
interlock like puzzle pieces. Compatible
with both dry-erase and wet-erase
markers. More flexible than a traditional
battle mat, start your game with a single
tile and connect the tiles as the adventurers
explore new areas. Never again give
away clues as to which way the corridors
may lead due to starting placement on a
large mat. The interlocking tile modularity
allows the Dungeon Master to draw
many details of an area at his seat and
then simply hand the tile to the nearest
player to connect. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
R4I 45053............................. $39.99

D8 DICE SET (8):
HEALING HANDS

SDZ 0008-02........................ $16.00

SIT DOWN

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN
APOCALYPSE - KAIJU

SIRIUS DICE

Yatta! Kaiju gemu e yokoso! (Hooray! Welcome to
our kaiju game!) Enjoy nuclear-powered battles, citystomping showdowns, and off-planet altercations with
Munchkin: Apocalypse - Kaiju! (Gesundheit.) Get
barbecued by Hamera, take a sledgehammer to Rocky
Road Dan, and win the day with the help of a Rousing
Theme Song and a Small Child in Shorts. Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
SJG 4270.........................................................$9.95

DIVE

APR
2021

DIV-TIEFLINGS:
A ROLEPLAYING GAME SUPPLEMENT

CHARITY DICE SET (7):
CANCER AWARENESS

SDZ 0007-01........................ $20.00

Progress deeper and deeper avoiding
disturbing the sharks to be the first one to
grab a beautiful gem thrown at the bottom
of the sea. Pay attention to your oxygen,
you need to use it carefully and at the
right time to keep the strengthto reach the
treasure. Keep your eyes open, some kind
animals might help you to dive deeper. Dive
is a game using the transparency of cards
to play aunique experience. Your sense of
observation will be at the heart of the game
but the strategy may make the difference.
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
LUM SDO03................................$34.99

STRANGE MACHINE GAMES
VALIANT WARS CARD GAME

In Valiant Wars, players will draw cards
simultaneously, one card at a time from
their decks, building strength and riches
with a side of sabotage! But if you draw
too many cards you risk losing everything
to the Dark Omens! Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
SMQ 1027..................................$29.95

STUDIO 9 INCORPORATED

Quests for Antiracism can expand CHARMS: A Game of Insight. Players ask questions,
roll and interpret inspiring game pieces, and try to discover the most amazing insights
toward antiracism. Or the game’s questions can be used for dialogue, reflection, or
writing prompts on your own or with any size group. Includes options for online play!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
S9G 10020	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $8.99

GAMES

CHARMS RPG: QUESTS FOR ANTIRACISM

WELCOME TO EASTWOOD

THAMES & KOSMOS

ANNO 1800

The sun is rising on the age of industry;
will you rise too? Anno 1800 is an epic
city-building strategy board game based
on Ubisofts popular PC game of the same
name. Players strive to build up their
industrial might as they develop an island
society at the dawn of the industrial age.
Investing in their nautical fleets enables
trade and expansion to new territories
in the old and new worlds, but players
must focus above all on maintaining the
health and happiness of the citizens of
their home islands. The objective of the
game is to plan for an even distribution
of farmers, workers, craftsmen, engineers,
and investors. But beware, because the
competition never sleeps. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
TAK 680428................................$69.95

EXIT: THE GATE
BETWEEN WORLDS

Can you solve the riddles and find your
way through the worlds and back home?
You have followed an ancient map to a
hidden cave which purportedly contains
some kind of mysterious gate. Inside the
cave, you find a large metal circle made
of concentric rings embedded in the rock
wall. You approach the gate hesitantly and
touch it. To your astonishment, the metal
rings can be rotated. Suddenly, everything
goes dark around you. When you regain
consciousness some time later, you are no
longer in the cave, but in a bizarre new
world. Where are you? Scheduled to ship
in May 2021.
TAK 692879................................$14.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

A 28-page stand-alone RPG adventure built for
DCC or MCC RPG but usable in any system.
This is a 1st/2nd level sandbox style adventure.
The ultimate futuristic vacation theme park was
equipped with a temporal field. After weeks (or
months) at the resort, you could re-enter your life
the moment you left for vacation, and never miss
a days work. But neglect of its systems throws
the entire park into distant pasts and futures.
This Madventure begins as the PCs stumble
upon a strange village that mysteriously appears
overnight. Getting into Eastwood is simple, but
surviving its madness and escaping proves to
be a deadly challenge. Scheduled to ship in
January 2021.
S9G 10021.............................................$9.99
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FOLDABLE DICE
ROLLING TRAYS

SUNFLOWER VALLEY: A TILE-LAYING GAME

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.

Sunflower Valley: A Tile-Laying Game is a fastpaced tabletop game about settling your own perfect
mountain valley. During the game, you will choose
whether you want to fill your land with tall mountains,
lively towns, sunflower fields, or sheep pastures - and
the choice wont be easy! The railroad connects your
towns and will turn bucolic life into a never-ending
holiday. Are you ready for the journey? The train is
leaving the station! Great for all ages and experience
levels. Easy to learn, start playing in 5 minutes!
Endless variety. Never settle the same valley twice.
Lots of ways to win! Awesome artwork with cute
sheep! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
UPE 29105..........................................................PI

AMETHYST

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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UPI 15721........................................... PI

LOST CITIES: ROLL & WRITE

Get rolling on your next Lost Cities
adventure! Begin your expedition on one
of six colored paths by rolling the smallest
possible numbers on the dice. Each turn,
decide whether to continue an expedition
or start a new one. Acceleration fields and
artifacts provide opportunities to advance
quickly, but you’ll have to carefully
consider which paths to take on which
roll. If you make good progress, victory
beckons but if an expedition gets stuck,
you will lose points just as quickly as you
earned them! And dont forget to keep an
eye on your competitors jungle expeditions
the cleverest adventurers can advance
quickly to victory if they choose the right
paths in the right order. Scheduled to ship
in May 2021.
TAK 680589................................$14.95
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UPI 15720........................................... PI

JET

UPI 15717........................................... PI

RUBY

ULTRA PRO
INTERNATIONAL

UPI 15718........................................... PI

SWEETLANDIA

Have you ever dreamed of a place made
entirely of delicious treats? Now you
can realize that dream by becoming a
city planner for the beautiful and tasty
Sweetlandia! Use bidding cards to acquire
building areas from a delectable collection
of locations: Gumdrop Garden, Rocky Road,
Marshmallow Mountain, Lemonade Lake,
Candy Cornfields and many others. Choose
the right locations to achieve your goals and
earn the most Donuts from Mayor McSweet.
Make good choices, and watch Sweetlandia
grow! It’s fun. It’s Unpredictable. It’s Sweet!
And you don’t need a sweet tooth to win!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
UPE 10300	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

UPPER DECK ENTERTAINMENT

SAPPHIRE

UPI 15719........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG:
MODERN HORIZONS 2

COSTUME PARTY DETECTIVE

In Costume Party Detective, players have
been invited to the best costume party
ever! Because of the elaborate costumes,
players don’t know anyone’s identity,
except their own. Help the detective learn
the players true identities without allowing
yours to be discovered! Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
UPE 29110.......................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES PLAYMAT CANDLEKEEP MYSTERIES
APR

EMERALD

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
UPI 18525........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
6’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 18719........................................... PI
8’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 18720........................................... PI
9-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 18734........................................... PI
12-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 18735........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V1
UPI 18731........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V2
UPI 18732........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V3
UPI 18733........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V1
UPI 18728........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V2
UPI 18729........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V3
UPI 18730........................................... PI
PLAYMAT V1 UPI 18721.......................PI
PLAYMAT V2 UPI 18722.......................PI
PLAYMAT V3 UPI 18723.......................PI
PLAYMAT V4 UPI 18724.......................PI
PLAYMAT V5 UPI 18725.......................PI
PLAYMAT V6 UPI 18726.......................PI
PLAYMAT V7 UPI 18727.......................PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL MASTERS OF EVIL (1 OF 3)

An all-new volume of Vs. System 2PCG
kicks off with a polarizing story arc
blending the forces of good and evil.
First up are the true masters of evil - a
dastardly collection of the most nefarious
villains, banded together with a new team
affiliation. This set will introduce Baron
Heinrich Zemo, Radioactive Man, and
more! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
UDC 95320......................................... PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL INTO THE DARKNESS (3 OF 3)

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL MYSTIC ARTS (2 OF 3)

A myriad of masters of the mystic arts
match up in this exciting issue of Vs. System
2PCG! You’ll find both powerful heroes and
villains alike whose only common bond is
the ability to wield magic and sorcery. Will
they be able to work together, or will they
unleash chaos upon your deck... Scheduled
to ship in March 2021.
UDC 95322......................................... PI

This terrifying conclusion to the Darkness and
Light story arc for Vs. System 2PCG provides an
unnerving glimpse of the undead creatures that
go bump in the night as well as the uniquely
qualified heroes brave enough to shine a light
on them. Journey into the shadows if you dare
and challenge your opponents with the powers
of darkness and light. Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
UDC 95324.....................................................PI

USAOPOLY/THE OP

WIZKIDS/NECA

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
ICONS OF THE REALMS:
KOBOLD WARBAND
CLUE: SEINFELD

SPOT IT!: CARE BEARS

In this fun card game, there is always
only ever one matching symbol between
any two cards. Spot it first, and you win!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
USO SI141644.................................... PI

WARLORD GAMES

BOLT ACTION

Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

BRITISH & CANADIAN ARMY
INFANTRY (1943-1945)

WLG 402011020................................ PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ICONS OF THE REALMS PREMIUM FIGURES
BRITISH & CANADIAN STARTER
ARMY (1943-1945)

WLG 402011021................................ PI

MONOPOLY: CARE BEARS

Have a rainbow day! Catch some fun as
you buy, sell, and trade the Care Bears
and their Cousins in Monopoly: Care
Bears edition. With each roll of the dice,
pick up a beloved friend like Wish Bear,
Funshine Bear, or Grumpy Bear, then use
Star Buddies to add Hearts and Cloud
Castles to your properties. Choose your
favorite token like the Hot Air Balloon,
Cloud Car or the Rainbow Roller as you
travel through Care-a-lot picking up
friends. Every day is special when you
let the fun shine in. Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
USO MN141644................................. PI

POLISH INFANTRY SQUAD
IN GREATCOATS

WLG WGB-PI-04................................. PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CLUE: THE OFFICE

Get ready to discover the secrets of Dunder
Mifflin, Scranton. Regional Manager,
Michael Scott, calls a “mandatory” teambuilding event, where six employees must
work independently to figure out: WHO
killed Toby Flenderson? WHAT office
weapon was used? WHERE at Dunder
Mifflin did it occur? The employee that
wins gets a week’s paid vacation! If the
crime is not solved by the end of the day,
Michael will give up on his team and go
home. In Clue: The Office edition, can
you outwit your co-workers and overcome
your boss’ meddling to win the game?
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
USO CL051198................................... PI

GAMES

“When you control the mail, you control
information.” To prevent Newman
from divulging the dirt on everyone he
knows, someone took him out before his
newsletter could get in the hands of the
neighborhood! Take on the roles of show
characters Elaine, Jerry, George, Kramer,
Peterman, and Puddy to narrow down
WHO knocked out Newman, WHAT
weapon they used, and WHERE in the city
the tell-all papers were stashed before the
postman is able to file a report! Scheduled
to ship in March 2021.
USO CL010262................................... PI

The D&D Icons of the Realms: Kobold
Warband contains eight of the iconic
D&D foe for your adventurers to
battle! Dungeon Masters can quickly
build new encounters for their players
with the awesome mix of Kobolds,
to keep play sessions exciting over
multiple campaigns. With its non-blind
packaging, building a quick Kobold
army is quick and simple! Scheduled to
ship in June 2021.
WZK 96059	���������������������������$44.99

Each Dungeons & Dragons Premium Figure comes with a highly detailed figure
that is beautifully pre-painted to complement the unique details of the miniatures.
The packaging displays these gorgeous miniatures in a clear and visible format, so
customers know exactly what they are getting! Key Features: Features characters,
monsters, and scenery from the Dungeons & Dragons universe. Beautifully pre-painted.
Some miniatures include translucent parts. Contents subject to change. Images not final.
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
DWARF CLERIC MALE
WZK 93049	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
ELF ROGUE MALE
WZK 93048	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
ELF WIZARD FEMALE
WZK 93045	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
FIRE GENASI WIZARD FEMALE
WZK 93046	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
HALFLING FIGHTER MALE
WZK 93047	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
HUMAN CLERIC FEMALE
WZK 93043	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
HUMAN MONK FEMALE
WZK 93044	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
TABAXI ROGUE MALE
WZK 93050	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99
TIEFLING ROGUE FEMALE
APR
WZK 93042	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99 2021
WATER GENASI DRUID MALE
WZK 93051	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.99 31

NOT ACTUAL ART
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NARUTO X HELLO KITTY 13” PLUSHES

Kidrobot brings art to life with Naruto Shippuden x Hello Kitty and Friends in a new
Naruto 20th Anniversary collection debuting in 2021. The Naruto Anime TV Series,
based on the original Naruto manga comic book series by Masashi Kishimoto, has taken
the world by storm, and we are celebrating with the year of Naruto. These Naruto x Hello
Kitty 13” Plushes are dressed in Naruto cosplay for the must-have mashup of the year.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
ITACHI WZK KR16506	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
KAKASHI WZK KR16505	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
NARUTO WZK KR16504	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99
SAKURA WZK KR16507	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

NOT ACTUAL ART

1” TOWN & VILLAGE ANGLES & CURVES

WZK 16532	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SUPER-SKILL PINBALL: RAMP IT UP! (STAND ALONE)

The hit tabletop Pinball experience is back with four all new tables, ramping up the
acclaimed gameplay withfaster games, teamwork, and inventive new bonus areas!
You can play solo, with up to four people in a single box, or even more with multiple
copies, on all new tables. A standalone sequel, it comes with everything you need
to play! Your favorite mechanics from the original return as well,including nudging,
bumpers, and Multiball! Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
WZK 87533	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.99

NOT ACTUAL ART

1” TOWN & VILLAGE STRAIGHT WALLS

WZK 16531	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

WARLOCK TILES: EXPANSION PACKS
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

WYRD MINIATURES

MALIFAUX

NOT ACTUAL ART

1” DUNGEON ANGLES & CURVES

WZK 16518	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
AUSTERIA AND TWIGGE

WYR 23816................................$15.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY THE DAMNED
WYR 23815................................$21.00

EXPLORERS SOCIETY
MAXINE CORE BOX

WYR 23822................................$55.00

APR
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1” DUNGEON STRAIGHT WALLS

WZK 16517	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.99

